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About This Content

Wales is the beautiful and fiercely independent realm of tribal lords, wizards, and dragons that slumber beneath the roots of
Snowdonia. It’s new leader, King Ryons used to be the most dangerous warlord of the land. He wants to restore the power of the

Old Faith in Britannia and he always reaches his goals.

Bow down before the gods of the ancients. Fear the creatures coming back from the twilight and respect the ways of the druids.
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And follow the warrior-king, who will conquer Britannia.

This expansion is the twin of King Arthur - The Saxons, offering a wide array of new content (i.e. beasts and other monsters) as
well as a brand new campaign. The economic system of the base game has been redesigned for a totally new campaign structure.

The player will now be able to play in a sandbox mode as the champion of the Old Faith. There is also a complex diplomatic
system where campaign winning conditions can be set by the player in an open, non-linear gameplay environment.

Features

New campaign (Welsh Kingdom)
30+ hours gameplay
Free, sandbox gameplay. The objectives are strategic goals, not compulsory plot lines
Complex diplomacy system with all kings and rulers involved including: the Marauders, The Outlaws, the Sidhe courts,
the high priests and some of the noble ladies as well.
Adjustable options for the campaigns: the player can set the level of the AI aggression or the importance of magic, etc.
Four new, unique heroes
Three new special units
Three new units
Ten new hero skills
Two new unit skills
20+ unique artifacts (including ten sets)
20+ unique diplomatic and battle quests.
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Train Simulator VR is a brief, patchy but intriguing use of the VR format. I've always been a fan of train simulators, so the
prospect of being able to drive one in 1st person in Japan was something that was right up my alley.

There are however a few issues with the game that so far have limiooted my enjoyment:

1) The controls. To maintain train speed you're forced to keepp your left hang gripped an dheld in a very specific position for a
few minutes while you go from station to station. Simply put, that really hurts and detracts from the experience. If there's a way
around this, I couldn't find it.

2) Textures\/Landscapes are underdeveloped at best or bland at worst. It's very much 'tech demo stage' and while the ideas are
there for the various locales, it hasn't been developed enough to make a fully enjoyable and realized experience.

3) One map literally doesn't work. You spawn in midair with no train or track anywhere near you. This is the 3rd choice you
have out of 4 but the others work fine. This should either be removed until finished or patched ASAP.

I do like the concept though, it's a fun idea and the seeds of a good game are present, but a lot more development is needed. The
developers though seem to be on the ball, adding new bits and fixes regularly, so I'm hoping this turns into something worthy of
being in the VR library. Until it's fixed though, I'd suggest waiting for a sale to buy this or until this game has been upgraded
sufficiently.. First run ended after playing the tutorial, then jumping into the actual game, only to find myself outside of the
map, wandering around until an event triggered and the game locked up.

Second run ended when I found out that ESC instantly closes the game.

Third run ended when I skipped the tutorial, went right into the game and was unable to move at all.

A game Obsidian would be proud of.. It's for helping people.. Nice game but need to improve about some bug

Love scrolling Story ><. Crazy Forest so crazy. very booring
little to do. This is a small tileset pack that will add some Sci-Fi interiors to your world, not enough to make a whole game. It
would require some modification to add the exteriors of ships and buildings, but works well as a base for those modifications.
Having a similar artstyle as the Halloween, Evil Castle, Dungeons & Volcanoes and Royal packs,it works with them for some
world-building. Thus, it's not advised as a stand-alone.. I unfortunately have to give this a negative vote. The 5 maps are great( 3
fight maps,2 predator maps) and the Bruce Wayne skins are very cool. But it is definetly not worth 7 bucks. Maybe like 4. Not
7. If there were more maps or more story this should have gotten a positive vote from my side.
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A very difficult game. Expect to die often. I suspect it might be much easier to play with a gamepad. Based on my keyboard
play, moving quickly enough before dying seemed to be very challenging. The graphics seem to be procedurally generated, and
are simplistic and retro, which may appeal to some. I'd recommend to the developers an easier start into the game, ramping up
the difficulty more gradually. As it stands, it's more dying and not enough enjoyment.

Make up your own mind with gameplay https://youtu.be/HtME7jLlUNk. I like trivia games and I really want to like this one,
but it needs work. I can't see the menu. It just goes to a solid rose red screen with a curser. I have to click around where the
menu might be to get it to do anything. The music could be better too, but I would play with the music off anyway if I could see
the menu.

Update: Above problem was fixed within hours of purchasing the game. Devs are on top of problems and bugs. Thanks again
Xain for prompt replys. Looking forward to the updates. Fun game.. Relatively short for an Adventure game but solid voice
acting and imho good writing. Do give it a try if unavowed left you wanting more.. Jesus Christ, this is the hardest game I have
played so far. The game starts with this great introductory cutscene which didn't feel out of place for once and soon after that a
clown welcomes you to his "sadistic" cirque. Well, at first I cringed hard, since "sadistic" in videogames is a term for a piece of
cake. Yeah well, you will neither get a pie nor a cake. This game is brutal. Sadistic. It would ram you really thick objects in your
body openings. Don't play if you are a casual! Great game with nice fitting music.. Ulrik's hatred makes me want him more..
Initially, the DLC wasn't available to use, but an update was pushed out so it now shows up in the main game.

The DLC contains a series of about 10 small events (~1 minute each) where Neptune talks to the player and the player can make
some choices in the dialog. Most of the choices just change the dialog for a few lines, then the event ends, with the exception of
the last event, which contains a CG for the correct choice. Note that while the store description indicates players will be asked
questions about Neptune (her favourite food etc.), this doesn't happen. It's just some dialog choices like you see in the
screenshots.

The translation is ok, but there are some errors that could have been fixed, especially considering the length.

Neptune is not my favourite and this DLC is exclusively for Neptune fans. If there was a middle option for this, I'd pick it. In
the future, if the translation gets cleaned up, I may change to a positive review.. Quite the enjoyable soundtrack for any fan of
warhammer, orchestra and gothic type chanting. I purchased this to blast at tabletop gaming nights and it's totally worth it.

The songs are quite evocative and well done, particularly with "The angelic host", the song has a real latin funerary chant in the
background combined with orchestra (Funnily enough the same chant as the priests from monty python and the holy grail).
Isn't that attention to detail just awesome?

From heavy military marching music, to gothic chanting and slower paced atmospheric music, this soundtrack has it and it's
wonderful
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